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Why Kinetic Mixing?

•Renormalizable interaction
•does not decouple
•allowable by symmetries

•Numerous astrophysical and direct detection 
anomalies - Dark Matter?

•PAMELA/DAMA
•MeV ~ GeV scale dark sector
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Why Kinetic Mixing?

•Gateway to SM
•Pamela - Leptons

• Outgoing Lepton Jets

Cascade decays and soft emissions through the dark sector result in radiated dark gauge

bosons which return to the visible sector as collimated lepton jets. After studying the

shape and distribution of simulated lepton jets and taking into account the possible

dilution and contamination from the decay of the dark bosons into pions, we suggest a

concrete definition for a lepton jet which can be used in inclusive experimental searches

for these objects. While much of the phenomenology we consider is independent of

the details and spectra of the particular dark sector model, this is not the case for

the bottom of the dark sector spectrum, which may be probed by studying lepton jet

shapes.

Figure 1: A schematic illustration of the type of events we consider in this work. The time evolution
can be divided into three stages: electroweak boson or -ino production and subsequent decay into the
dark-sector, evolution through the dark sector, and finally the formation of lepton jets, as delineated
by the dashed boxes. Such events may also include missing energy.

In section 2 we review how the dark sector couples to the visible sector and discuss the

production of dark sector states in rare Z0 decays at LEP, the Tevatron and the LHC. We also

consider electroweak-ino pair production at the Tevatron and LHC. In section 3 we consider

the evolution in the dark sector which includes dark showering and cascade decays in the dark

sector itself. Section 4 begins with an analysis of the final state leptons and the formation of

lepton jets and ends with some proposals for experimental searches. Section 5 contains our

conclusions.

2. Electroweak Production

Let us first review how the visible sector and dark sector are coupled. For a detailed treatment,

see [3]. As in [1], we assume the existence of a new dark gauge group which contains a U(1)
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Model Independent Kinetic Mixing

•No assumptions about decays             
•           completely unknown
•Any couplings allowed                                         
with dark sector

L = LSM − 1
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Couplings to the Standard Model

•Determined by diagonalization
•SM epsilon charged
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Model Dependent    
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On Shell Production
• At experimental energies: resonant s channel
•Necessary model dependence

•         small
•                   or                             as 
reference
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Current Bounds

•Low Mass:   g-2 of muon 
•good until ~200 MeV

•High Mass: S & T parameters

•In between:  experiments determine SM 
parameters
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Current Bounds
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Model Independent Kinetic Mixing

•Electroweak constraints
•Bhabha scattering
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Model Independent Kinetic Mixing

•Electroweak constraints
•asymmetry measurements
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Experiments

•LEP II ( OPAL/DELPHI)
•Differential bhabha                                                         
scattering
•Hadronic cross sections
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Figure 10: Measured total cross-sections (s′/s > 0.01) for hadronic events at lower energies [2,
3, 39] and this analysis. Cross-section measurements for s′/s > 0.7225 from this analysis
and from [2, 3] are also shown; the values at 161 GeV and 172 GeV have been corrected
from s′/s > 0.8 to s′/s > 0.7225 by adding the prediction of Zfitter for this difference
before plotting. The curves show the predictions of Zfitter. The insets show the percentage
differences between the measured values and the Zfitter predictions for the high energy points.
The error bars on the differences represent statistical errors only; the size of the experimental
systematic error is indicated by the shaded band.
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Experiments

•LEP I / SLD
•Differential bhabha scattering
•Hadronic cross section
•charm, bottom, muon and tau asymmetry 
measurements
•Mass of the Z

•TASSO / CELLO / TRISTAN
•Differential bhabha scattering with energies 
14 - 58 GeV
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Results

new bounds

g-2 muon

Model dependent
bounds
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Conclusion

•Kinetic Mixing: well motivated SM extension
•plethora of unexplained anomalies

•Model Independent bounds are important and 
are   ~ 10-2�
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